Great Pyramids

No, not this kind.

A few weeks ago I had lunch with a good friend of mine, Chris Lindner, while he was visiting
Cincinnati. After chatting about how Chris is enjoying his first "real" job, talk quickly turned to
climbing. Chris was psyched to be able to spend some time in the gym, really training for the
first time in a while. As he had seen my progression over the past couple of years, he asked how
my training was panning out. I mentioned that I had just begun work on a 13d. "How many
13c's have you done?” he asked. "Three.", was my reply, to which he announced with
conviction, "That’s the way to do it. Three and you're out. Push on."
I was first introduced to the idea of the "pyramid" by one of Eric Horst's excellent training
manuals.

Probably this one.

The idea is pretty simple, and most of you are already familiar with it: Your "base" is a number
you've done 8 of in the past 12 months. The next level, you do 4 of. Next, 2, then 1. That 1 is
theoretically at your current limit, and should be a big project.
I liked the idea immediately, and modified the idea to fit my own sadistic views. My pyramid
went something like this, if I can even explain it...
I began with the same 8, 4, 2, 1. After you had reached the 1, you had to go back, do 8 more of
your base, to reach 16, then 4 more of your 2nd level, so that it reached 8, and so on. Fairly
typical, though most don't always go back to their previous base and make it wider. Still with
me?
Ok, so here is where it gets confusing. You could NOT even touch a route of a certain grade
until you onsighted a route 3 letter grades below it. So, until you onsighted 12a, you hadn't
earned the right to even touch a 12d. If you os'd two 12a's, you could try two different 12d's.
When you finally os'd three 12a's, the 12d grade was open for the taking. A look at my 8a
scorecard, and I see that I did 44 12a's before I ever touched a 13a, and it only took me 5 tries. In
fact, I onsighted my first 12c only a month after doing my first 13a, and flashed my first 12d at
the start of the next season. I just didn't understand that the top level should be a project. I
picked a random "base", and started there.

My current all time 8a scorecard. Black is onsight, orange is flash, and red is redpoint.
I now see that I went a little overboard. I adhered to my pyramid plan until I had onsighted three
12d's, and done three 13c's. Continuing in this manner could take, well, forever. 13a is tough to
onsight... its rarified air as far as I'm concerned, and I might NEVER get to 14a if I have to
onsight 13b first. The good thing is, by getting to this point, I've learned enough about my body
and my abilities to know that I can move on.
The 8,4,2,1 plan is perfect for the people who just want to immediately jump to the next grade.
Too many people often spend months NOT getting better while they bang their head on their
next level project. By adhering to the pyramid for a while they are forced to get better.

In the upper grades, and while training effectively, I find things get blurry. The above scorecard
is from my last 12 months. Obviously 13b (8a) has become my new "base". If I followed the
pyramid, I'd have to do 2 more 13c's before moving on to 13d. However, what this doesn't
reflect is that several of the 13b's listed were 2nd try. Several are considered hard and are listed
as 13c by people whose opinions I respect. Last spring, I did three 13b's and a 13a in one
weekend. The only 13c I did last spring was 2nd try that year. And, I've gotten stronger since
the last season reflected on here (spring).
What I'm saying is that I KNOW my training has pushed my ability past my "current" pyramid,
and to hold myself back would be an injustice to my goals. I'll most certainly come back to 13c
and fill it out, as I'll hopefully do with 13d as well. However, I'm a weekend warrior with
limited time outside, and I have a goal to accomplish. Right now, I'm ready to move on. "That’s
the way to do it. Three and you're out. Push on."

